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Abstract

Logistics is a critical aspect of any manufacturing industry and, with the advent of the digital age, the amount of data generated in thelogistics operations has grown exponentially. Companies are now facing challenges in making cost-effective use of the vast amount ofdata available from various sources with different levels of quality. This has led to a pressing need for appropriate tools and techniquesto effectively manage and organize this colossal volume of data. In this context, the application of Big Data in logistics has gainedimmense significance in recent years. Proper use of Big Data can help manufacturing companies optimize their logistics operations andmake informed decisions by prioritizing data based on its relevance and quality. The purpose of this research paper is to sort variousstrategies related to the use of Big Data in logistics operations through a multi-criteria decision-making approach, applied to the realcase of a solar panel company. To evaluate their impact, the study considers different relevant factors such as lead time, quality,environmental impact, cost-effectiveness, and others. The proposed method categorizes each logistic strategy into three classes,namely "preferred", "acceptable", and "rejected", by assessing them against criteria. The results show that route optimization is thepreferable strategy for the company, as confirmed by both the pessimistic and optimistic procedures. The logistics industry faceschallenges in optimizing routes, especially when dealing with a large amount of data. However, the emergence of Big Data tools hasrevolutionized their approach to routing, allowing them to make informed and data-driven decisions that can help them save time,money, and resources.
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1. Motivation of Research

As time progresses, the world is witnessing an unprece-dented and exponential growth in the sheer magnitude ofdata being generated and processed, surpassing all previ-ous records. In today’s digital age, we are inundated withan overwhelmingly vast amount of information that ispredominantly generated through the use of the Internetand various communication systems. As a result, thereis an urgent and compelling need for appropriate toolsand techniques to effectively manage and organize thiscolossal volume of data. (Qi et al., 2023).

As Big Data continues to grow, it becomes increasinglychallenging for firms to make cost-effective use of thevast amount of data available from various sources. Toaddress this challenge, companies have made substantialinvestments in databases and analytical tools, aiming toempower themselves with the capability to make informeddecisions based on data-driven insights. Prioritizing databased on its relevance and quality is a way to avoid thecosts associated with producing uninformative reportsand wasting valuable resources, which can ultimately neg-atively impact performance (Wilkin et al., 2020).

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.
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This paper proposes a Multi-Criteria Decision-Making(MCDM) approach to evaluate various strategies relatedto the application of Big Data and make recommendationswith the aim of optimizing the logistics operations of amanufacturing company operating in the renewable en-ergy industry. The study evaluates the impact of differ-ent strategic actions on logistics performance by consider-ing factors such as lead time, quality, environmental im-pact, cost-effectiveness, and so on. The strategies testedinclude route optimization, demand forecasting, supplychain visibility, inventory management and green supplierselection, among others. By using MCDM, manufacturingcompanies can identify the best Big Data solutions to im-prove their logistics performance. In detail, we propose aMCDM-based approach to sort logistic strategies into rec-ommendation categories based on various criteria fromthe literature. The literature review is presented in Section2, followed by a description of the materials and the pro-posed methodological approach in Section 3. In Section 4,a real case study of a company manufacturing and market-ing solar panels is presented, while Section 5 concludes thework by discussing potential avenues for future research.

2. Literature Review

Big data technologies aid business stakeholders in theirdecision-making process by integrating, analyzing, andinterpreting data. This can lead to valuable insights beinggained into customer behavior, market trends, operationalinefficiencies, etc. These insights can then be used to makeinformed decisions that can positively impact the organi-zation (Wang et al., 2020). For this reason, not only has BigData become a pivotal factor in industry but also in variousorganizations and companies operating in different sec-tors. The field of Big Data offers a wide range of techniquesand tools that can be used to extract meaningful insightsfrom large volumes of data. To make data processing moremanageable, it is crucial to structure and shape data ap-propriately. Data visualization is an essential aspect of thisprocess, as it involves the representation of data in a vi-sual format that captures the most critical information. Byvisualizing data, practitioners can easily understand andinterpret complex data sets, making it a valuable tool inthe analysis and decision-making process (Qi et al., 2023).Moreover, the use of new technologies like Big Data An-alytics, has transformed many organizations by offeringnew possibilities to extract value from data. Such Big Datatools have the potential to improve customer management,supply chain management, risk management (Carpitellaet al., 2021b), and help firms achieve a competitive ad-vantage. Thus, companies are increasingly leveraging BigData technologies to enhance their business managementcontrol and stay ahead of the competition (Dehbi et al.,2022). These technologies can handle a massive amountof data and are capable of processing it faster and more effi-ciently than traditional data management tools. CommonBig Data technologies include:

• Hadoop: an open source software framework well-known for its ability to efficiently process large datasets (Usha and Jenil, 2014).• Spark: software known for its fast and flexible com-puting capabilities, thanks to its in-memory system,which improves performance by storing data in mem-ory rather than on disk (Acharjya and Ahmed, 2016).• NoSQL databases: a type of database that is designedto handle unstructured and semi-structured data sets(Oussous et al., 2017).• Apache Cassandra: distributed NoSQL database man-agement system that can handle large amounts of struc-tured and unstructured data with high scalability andavailability (Chebotko et al., 2015).• Machine learning tools: a set of algorithms and toolsused to build predictive models and make predictionsbased on large data sets (Dehbi et al., 2022).• Data visualization tools: a set of software tools used torepresent complex data sets in an easily understandableformat, such as graphs and charts (Oussous et al., 2018).
With the ever-increasing amount of data being gener-ated, Big Data technologies will continue to play a vital rolein helping organizations stay competitive and successful.Supply chain inefficiencies and waste can pose significantchallenges to Logistics and Supply Chain Management(LSCM). Some of the major obstacles include slow ship-ments, escalating fuel prices, unreliable suppliers, andheightened consumer demands, among others (Barnaghiet al., 2013). Big Data has the potential to revolutionizethe logistics industry, setting it apart from conventionalpractices. With vast amounts of information and by estab-lishing stronger connections, the use of Big Data in logis-tics can be complex, but also rewarding. It may expediteprocesses, improve innovation management, guaranteeservice quality, and lower operational risk, ultimately lead-ing to higher quality outcomes. To fully capitalize on thesebenefits, logistics companies must prioritize informationmanagement, meticulous attention to detail, standardizedoperations, and innovative business culture (Jin and Yang,2020). With proper use and management of Big Data, in-formed decisions can be made in various logistic aspects.For instance, the transportation-related components oflogistics need sound judgment, which Big Data may helpwith. Not only does intelligent transportation planningincrease the effectiveness of distribution but it also low-ers the expenses associated with distribution for logisticsfirms. Through the analysis and categorization of order in-formation and inventory location data, the transportationdecision-making process can factor in various circum-stances faced by the distribution team, including traffic,weather, and other variables. Several types of material areincluded in logistics Big Data, such as logistics pricing,industry data, infrastructure, macroeconomic indicators,logistics parks, logistics firms, and other data of varioustypes, systems, and formats (Jia and et al., 2018). Big Dataserves as a strong foundation for establishing innovativebusiness models, allowing service providers to streamline
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logistics procedures and enhance customer support. In-formation from stores, shipping companies, invoices, andother sources constitutes valuable data. An important partis also played by information from consumer profiles, so-cial networking profiles, orders, market projections, andregional schemes. Retailers may fulfill the expectations oftheir consumers by foreseeing their behavior by using cus-tomer data to assess information from the delivery system.The majority of organizations, including logistics firms,strive to innovate in a number of areas to create value forclients who are requesting faster delivery, product avail-ability, and dependability more frequently. Opportunitiesto address these client expectations and develop logisticsare indeed provided by Big Data, which makes it a pivotalasset for these industries (Witkowski, 2017).Prescriptive analytics plays a crucial role in recommend-ing strategies for managing Big Data in sustainable logis-tics (Wang and Yan, 2022; Carpitella et al., 2022), giventhe vast amount of data to be collected, analyzed and in-terpreted in logistics operations (Mitroshin et al., 2022).This includes the use of MCDM methods, such as ELECTRE(Elimination Et Choix Traduisant la Realite) TRI, whichcan effectively allow logistics professionals to systemati-cally evaluate and compare strategies considering the com-plex and dynamic nature of logistics operations (Carpitellaet al., 2021a). ELECTRE TRI enables decision-makers tosort a set of alternatives under relevant criteria, consider-ing both qualitative and quantitative factors. It allows forflexible definition of criteria and assignment of weightsbased on their importance (Ahmed et al., 2021b). By eval-uating each logistic strategy against criteria, ELECTRETRI generates categories for each strategy, such as “pre-ferred”, “acceptable”, or “rejected”. The use of ELECTRETRI has been used in literature to pursue sustainable goalsin logistics (Biluca et al., 2020), as it offers several advan-tages. It provides a structured and systematic approachfor evaluating and selecting strategies, managing subjec-tivity in decision-making. It enables holistic evaluation ofstrategies by considering multiple criteria simultaneously.It offers flexibility by allowing decision-makers to adjustcriteria weights and thresholds based on changing organi-zational needs or market conditions. Moreover, ELECTRETRI facilitates transparency and communication amongdecision-makers, providing a clear visualization of thedecision process and results (Galo et al., 2018).
3. Materials and method

Section 3 offers a comprehensive overview of the researchapproach undertaken in the study. This section starts byintroducing the specific criteria and strategies that will beanalyzed for optimizing logistic operations. To evaluatethe impact of these strategies, the research employs anMCDM approach, specifically the ELECTRE TRI method,which effectively sorts the logistic strategies related to BigData.

3.1. Definition of criteria and strategies

As mentioned above, this paper analyzes the impact ofseveral strategies related to the use of Big Data as a toolto optimize logistic operations in a solar panel company.Logistics is a crucial aspect of any manufacturing industry,and careful consideration of multiple factors is necessaryto ensure its effectiveness. An MCDM approach is hereinused to evaluate the impact of these strategies on the logis-tics process. The criteria and strategies to be analyzed inthis research are presented in this section, along with theproposed MCDM methodology. The set of relevant criteriaaiming at optimizing logistics operations using Big Datahas been identified in literature and presented in Table 1.With relation to these criteria, different logistic strategieshave been discussed in literature. The most significantones have been synthesized in Table 2.
Table 1. Relevant criteria analyzed in literature

ID Criteria Description and references

B1 Lead TimeOptimization The capability of minimizing the amount oftime it takes for a product to be delivered fromthe moment an order is placed to the time itarrives at its destination (Jing and Yang, 2022;Moh’d Anwer, 2022).B2 CustomerSatisfaction The extent to which customers feel theirneeds and expectations are met regarding thetimely delivery, accuracy, quality, and overallperformance of logistics services provided tothem (Wu and Dong, 2023).B3 Reliability The ability to deliver logistics services con-sistently and accurately as promised (Ozkanand Kilic, 2019; Moh’d Anwer, 2022).B4 Responsiveness The willingness and ability to address andresolve customer inquiries or complaintspromptly (Moh’d Anwer, 2022).B5 Cost-effectiveness The ability to provide logistics services at areasonable cost relative to the level of serviceprovided (Shao et al., 2023).B6 Quality The assurance of protecting customers’goods from damage, deterioration or loss dur-ing transportation and handling (Ren et al.,2022).B7 Eco-advancement The capability of minimizing the effects oflogistics operations on the natural environ-ment, including aspects such as carbon emis-sions, waste generation, water consumption,air pollution, and biodiversity (Nogueira et al.,2022; Muñoz-Villamizar et al., 2021).

3.2. ELECTRE TRI method

As previously highlighted, ELECTRE TRI is advantageousfor sorting logistic strategies related to Big Data due to itsability to handle multiple criteria with associated weights,accommodate imprecise information, and provide a clearassignment, making it suitable for complex decision-making in the renewable energy market, object of our casestudy. ELECTRE TRI can be implemented in two phases.
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Table 2. Logistic strategies related to the use of Big Data

ID Strategies Description and references

A1 Route opti-mization Analyzing large data sets, including trafficpatterns, weather conditions, and deliveryschedules, can help optimize the routes fortransportation fleets, reducing transporta-tion costs, and improving delivery efficiency(Martikkala et al., 2023).A2 Demand fore-casting Processing historical sales data, markettrends, and customer preferences can helpaccurately forecast demand, enabling opti-mized production planning, inventory man-agement, and resource allocation (Zhao et al.,2018).A3 Supply chainvisibility Providing real-time visibility into the entiresupply chain, allowing for better trackingand monitoring of goods, inventory levels,and transportation status, improving trans-parency and reducing supply chain disrup-tions (Dey, 2022).A4 Warehousemanagement Assessing warehouse layouts and order vol-umes can optimize warehouse operations, in-cluding storage, picking, and packing, result-ing in improved efficiency and reduced costs(Tiwari, 2023).A5 Last-miledeliveryoptimization
Evaluating customer locations, delivery pref-erences, and traffic conditions can help opti-mize last-mile delivery operations, reducingdelivery time, and improving customer satis-faction (Silva et al., 2023).A6 Inventory op-timization Interpreting trends of inventory levels, de-mand patterns, and lead times can help opti-mize inventory management, reducing stock-outs, overstocks, and holding costs (Tian andWang, 2022).A7 Green sup-plier manage-ment
Reviewing suppliers under the perspectiveof reducing procurement cost and carbonemissions can help identify high-performingstakeholders (Lamba and Singh, 2019).A8 Risk manage-ment Assessing potential risks, such as disruptionsin transportation, weather events, or geopo-litical factors, can help mitigate risks anddevelop contingency plans to ensure supplychain resilience (Gupta et al., 2022).A9 Eco-efficientmanagement Investigating on carbon emissions, energyconsumption, and waste generation can helpoptimize logistics operations to reduce theenvironmental impact of transportation andwarehousing activities (Raut et al., 2021).A10 Real-timetracking andmonitoring
Using real-time data from IoT devices, sen-sors, and other sources can provide real-timetracking and monitoring of shipments, vehi-cles, and assets, enabling proactive decision-making and improving operational efficiency(Chen et al., 2021).

The first phase involves defining outranking relations be-tween pairs of alternatives and reference profiles usingconcordance and discordance indices. The second phaseproceeds to the assignment of alternatives to classes onthe basis of the outranking relations established in the pre-vious phase. Readers seeking further detailed informationare encouraged to consult (Greco et al., 2016; Ahmed et al.,

2021a; Carpitella et al., 2021a). It is necessary to define or-dered classes without any intersection among the relatedreference profiles and collect the following input data forimplementation:
• set of criteria Bk, (k = 1, . . . ,K) and related weights wk,expressing theit mutual importance;• set of reference profiles Pj, (j = 1, . . . , J) corresponding tospecific evaluations for each criterion;• number J + 1 of classes Ch determined by the J referenceprofiles;• set of alternatives Ai, (i = 1, . . . , I) and their evaluations
Bk(Ai) under each criterion Bk;• cutting value λ ranged between [0.5, 1] (assumed as 0.75in our case study);• indifference (Ik), strong preference (Sk) and veto (Vk)thresholds characterising outranking relations.
Once accomplished the input data collection, the proce-dure is initialized with the first stage, i.e. establishing anoutranking relation comparing each alternative with lim-its of classes (reference profiles). The first stage includesthe following five steps.

• Calculating concordance indices for each criterion bymeans of formula 1.
Ck(Ai, Pj) =


1 if [Bk(Ai) – Bj(Pj)] ≤ Ik
Bk(Pj)–Bj(Ai)+Sk

Sk–Ik if Ik < [Bk(Ai) – Bj(Pj)] ≤ Sk.
0 if [Bk(Ai) – Bj(Pj)] > Sk (1)• Calculating the aggregated concordance index matrix

C(Ai,Pj) by means of formula 2.
C(Ai, Pj) =

∑K
k=1 wk · Ck(Ai, Pj)∑K

k=1 wk
. (2)

• Calculating discordance indices for each criterion bymeans of formula 3.
Dk(Ai, Pj) =


1 if [Bk(Ai) – Bj(Pj)] ≥ Vk
Bj(Ai)–Bk(Pj)–Sk

Vk–Sk if Sk ≤ [Bk(Ai) – Bj(Pj)] < Vk.
0 if Ck(Ai, Pj) ̸= 0 (3)• Calculating outranking credibility indices by means offormula 4.

δ(Ai, Pj) = C(Ai, Pj) · ∏
k∈K∗

1 – Dk(Ai, Pj)1 – C(Ai, Pj) . (4)
If the veto threshold is not established (as it is the caseof our case study), the credibility index δ(Ai,Pj) is equalto the aggregated concordance index C(Ai,Pj).• Using the cutting level λ to define the outranking rela-tions (incompatibility, preference and indifference re-lations), as explained in (Ahmed et al., 2021a; Carpitellaet al., 2021a).
The second stage is implemented to sort alternativesto classes by means of the pessimistic and the optimistic
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procedures. In general, the pessimistic procedure has tobe preferred to the optimistic procedure, as it tends toassign alternatives to classes defined by a lower profileand achieve more conservative results.
• Pessimistic procedure: alternative Ai is assigned to thehighest classCh for which the condition thatAi outranks
Pj is verified.• Optimistic procedure: alternative Ai is assigned to thelowest class Ch for which the condition that Ai outranks
Pj is verified.

4. Case Study
The company under study has a primary focus on man-ufacturing and marketing high-quality solar panels forthe renewable energy industry. The solar panels are as-sembled using only high-quality components in a highlyautomated facility, adopting innovative technologies suchas ribbon-less technology to achieve higher efficiency andreliability compared to traditional technologies. The com-pany is constantly seeking optimized logistical solutionsto ensure a consistent and easily programmable supplyof modules over time. It offers a range of cutting-edge,next-generation products to meet the technical and designrequirements demanded by the current market. The mod-ules are available for sale with prompt delivery, and salesare primarily targeted at installers, designers, and photo-voltaic material retailers. In recent years, the renewableenergy market has experienced significant fluctuations,and one of the challenges encountered is the difficulty insourcing solar panels that do not always meet the time-lines required by customers. With the dynamic and fluc-tuating nature of the renewable energy market, includingthe challenges of timely sourcing of solar panels, optimiz-ing logistics operations becomes essential. The efficientmanagement of Big Data in logistics certainly plays a cru-cial role in the commercialization of solar panels for thecompany under study. By leveraging innovative technolo-gies and data-driven solutions of supply chain analytics,the company would ensure smooth and reliable supplychain operations. This would allow for better planning,coordination, and synchronization of various processesinvolved in the commercialization of solar panels, result-ing in improved customer service, reduced lead times, andenhanced overall operational efficiency.We believe that providing a guide on which logistic strat-egy to prioritize from the alternatives presented in Table2, to meet the criteria outlined in Table 1, would not onlybenefit the company under study but also other companiesoperating in the renewable energy market.After implementing a brainstorming process with thecompany management, strategies have been evaluatedunder criteria by using a 10-point scale, for which highervalues represent stronger beneficial impacts on criteria.Input evaluations are reported in Table 3 along with refer-ence profiles, indifference and strong preference thresh-olds, namely Ik and Sk, and criteria weights wk. No veto

Table 3. Input evaluations, reference profiles, thresholds and weights
B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7b2 7 7 7 7 7 7 7b1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3Ik 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Sk 3 3 3 3 3 3 3wk 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.250A1 10 10 9 7 8 7 9A2 7 5 8 7 7 4 4A3 7 3 8 6 3 5 4A4 6 5 5 6 7 8 7A5 9 4 7 8 5 5 2A6 6 5 7 5 7 4 4A7 2 7 6 5 4 7 9A8 7 7 8 6 3 8 7A9 2 7 6 5 4 7 9A10 2 9 7 8 4 8 4

threshold has been established. As it is possible to ob-serve, the company management suggested to attributemore importance to the eco-advancement criterion, whilekeeping the same weights for the other criteria. We nowimplement the ELECTRE TRI procedure by sorting strate-gies into three ordered classes, defined by the referenceprofiles b1 and b2: class C1 (preferred), class C2 (accept-able), class C3 (rejected). We herein recall that the cuttingvalue is assumed as λ = 0.75 in this application. Resultsderived from the application of the pessimistic and opti-mistic procedures are reported in Table 4 (and graphicallydisplayed in Figure 1), having been validated by means ofthe J-Electre-v2.0 software for multi-criteria decision aid(https://sourceforge.net/projects/j-electre/files/).
Table 4. Assignment of strategies to classes

ID Pessimistic OptimisticA1 C1 C1A2 C2 C2A3 C2 C2A4 C2 C1A5 C2 C2A6 C2 C2A7 C2 C2A8 C2 C2A9 C2 C2A10 C2 C2

Based on the application of ELECTRE TRI, it can be ob-served that route optimization (A1) is the preferred strat-egy. As per the methodological explanation, results fromthe pessimistic procedure take precedence over resultsfrom the optimistic procedure. However, the optimisticprocedure also indicates that apart from A1, warehousemanagement (A4) is also a favorable strategy. This sug-gests a potential order for the implementation of differentstrategies. It should be noted that these results are subjec-tive and depend on the values attributed by the company
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Figure 1. Assignment of strategies to classes

management, and may vary based on the context of refer-ence, highlighting the flexibility of the proposed method.
Route optimization can be challenging, especially whendealing with a large amount of data. The transportationindustry has been leveraging Intelligent TransportationSystems (ITS) to improve their services. The emergingtechnologies of the Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud com-puting have provided unprecedented opportunities for thedevelopment of innovative ITS, where sensors and mo-bile devices gather information for data-driven decision-making. However, to fully utilize the potential of these sys-tems, Big Data Analytics is required to process and analyzethe huge amount of data generated by millions of vehicles,traffic infrastructures, smartphones, weather stations, etc.By analyzing data from multiple sources, transportationcompanies can identify optimal routes, reduce congestionand emissions, improve safety, and optimize fleet man-agement (Mohammed et al., 2020).
Logistics companies have traditionally relied on routingsystems to determine the best time to start their trans-portation operations. However, the emergence of Big Datatools has revolutionized the industry’s approach to rout-ing, allowing companies to make data-driven decisionsthat can help them save time, money, and resources whileimproving the overall efficiency of their operations. Sev-eral potential solutions can be found in the literature suchas the Standard Genetic Algorithm (SGA) II for solvingmulti-objective optimization Vehicle Routing ProblemsWith Time Windows (VRPTW) (Qu and Li, 2022) or theEvolutionary Multi-objective Optimization (EMO) algo-rithm (Wang et al., 2011). Other studies present the use ofdata mining and delivery optimization models (Pan et al.,2017), as well as swarm intelligent optimization algorithmfor vehicle path planning (Kyriakakis et al., 2021).

5. Conclusions and Future Lines

The importance of Big Data is already well known in differ-ent fields. This study emphasizes the value of channelizing

Big Data, particularly using the ELECTRE TRI approach,to make decisions in the field of logistics of a companyoperating in the renewable energy market.Based on the analysis using ELECTRE TRI, it appearsthat route optimization (A1) is the most desirable strategy.The method prioritizes the results obtained from the pes-simistic procedure more than those from the optimisticprocedure. Nevertheless, the optimistic procedure alsohighlights warehouse management (A4) as a favorablestrategy alongside A1.Moreover, this study contributes to the literature as theELECTRE TRI application effectively deals with subjectiveevaluations of strategies related to Big Data, and decisionmakers can contemplate multiple criteria. This approachcan support informed logistic decisions and the evaluationof risks related to preferred alternatives. The future studiesof this research can be planned on situations where thereis uncertainty even while assigning values to strategies.This is where studies in this direction can be done usingthe fuzzy set theory. Diving deep into the proper use of BigData into logistics can open more avenues for industriesand customers at a global level for satisfying multiple crite-ria and achieving benefits which were previously thoughtto be impossible.
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